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Abstract 

Earlier proposed theoretical approach to the band theory of two-dimensional (2D) semimetals based on a self-consistent 

Dirac–Hartree–Fock field approximation, a quasi-relativistic model of Dirac 2D material in the tight-binding approximation 

with accounting of -electron orbitals has been developed. Fermi velocity becomes an operator within this approach. The 

model admits a Weyl type of charge carriers described by chiral bispinors. Since Weyl fermions in a pair have equal in 

absolute but opposite in sign values of pseudo- helicity (topological charge), due to the topological charge conservation law 

Weyl fermions can decay only in pairs. Therefore, in contrast to the Dirac electrons and holes, Weyl fermions turns out to be 

long-lived quasiparticles. Stability of the band structure of the 2D materials is stipulated by coupling of valley currents with 

pseudospins of chiral Weyl charge carriers. Numerical simulation of the band structure has been performed for the atomically 

thin model layers (monolayers) of C and Pb atoms, taking into account only corrections up to 4th order in wave vector. Such 

features of the band structure of 2D semimetals as appearance of three pairs of Weyl-like nodes; partial removal of Dirac 

cone and replicas degeneration are shown to be naturally explained within the developed formalism. Since the Dirac cone 

replica is split into oppositely directed cones, the monolayers of atoms C and Pb are 2D materials, in which pairs of Weyl 

massless fermions can be excited. Simulation of charge transport in these materials has been performed. Copyright © 2018 

VBRI Press. 
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Introduction 

Exotic properties of the so called Dirac fermion  

materials such as graphene [1,2] and some others [3-10] 

are of theoretical interest after years of their  

discovery. The reasons, among pure theoretical interest to 

analogs of known relativistic quantum field theory  

(QFT) objects in solid state physics, were their promising 

suitability for the purposes of quantum information 

processing [11,12] and potential applications in 

spintronics [13,14] and nanoelectronics (see, e.g. [15,16] 

and references therein). This occurs primarily due to the 

existence of non-trivial topological characteristics  

in such systems and is stipulated typically by some 

effective dimensional reduction, such e.g., as geniune 

two-dimensionality of graphene [17], the existence  

of the Dirac points in the Brillouin zone of some 3D 

materials [3-7,18], dimensionality reduction via an 

effective magnetic field (see e.g., [19] and appropriate 

references therein). In its turn, it leads to regular search 

for even more sophisticated and non-existing in  

High Energy Physics objects like Majorana fermions  

[20-22], Weyl nodes [23,24], Fermi arcs [25] and so on 

[26]. There are some experimental evidence that low 

energy collective excitations with such features could 

really be observed in some electron strongly correlated 

systems [27-31]. 

 

 Specifically to graphene, one of the still most 

intriguing aspect in its theoretical description is very good 

applicability of a very simple two dimensional massless 

Dirac fermion model (2D DFM) proposed yet by P.R. 

Wallace [1] and further developed by R.W. Semenoff in 

[32]. It is based on the non-relativistic tight-binding 

approximation (TBA) and leads qualitatively and 

quantitatively to rather good correspondence of 

theoretical and experimental data in most experimental 

situations (see e.g., reviews [17,33,34] and references  

therein). The simulations performed with modern band 

structure ab initio software systems also confirm it 

applicability at least for several lower bands [35]. At the 

same time it is well known that attempts to use non-

relativistic codes for band structure simulations lead to 

serious divergence of calculated and observable material 

properties [36]. It is the point why all modern software in 

the field like AbInit, FPLO, WIEN2k, VASP uses some 

variants of the Dirac equation or related ones solvers. 

With the goal to match these two statements, in [37-43]  

it has been proposed an approach to graphene band 

structure simulation which is based on quasi-relativistic 

Dirac–Hartree–Fock self-consistent field, accounting of 

-electron orbitals in TBA with an additional assumption 

on anti-ferromagnetic pseudo-spin ordering of graphene 

sublattices. The main goal achieved is that the consequent 
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relativistic quantum field theory description with account 

of the exchange interactions and appropriately developed 

TBA leads to equations which are very similar to that of 

2D DFM except that the Fermi velocity is dependent on 

the exchange interactions and turns out to be an operator 

rather than a scalar one [37-38]. In this way it is possible 

to explain small charge carrier mass asymmetry [38], to 

demonstrate partial Dirac band symmetry break in 

graphene [40,41,43], and the existence of Weyl-like nodes 

in the graphene model with power series expansion 

approximation for the exchange operator [38], and to 

manifest the possibility of the eight-fold splitting of the 

Dirac cone on sub-replicas [42].  Sufficient generality of 

the proposed approach [38-43] allows to apply it for the 

consistent description of non-equilibrium properties of 

these materials. This will be the primary goal of the paper 

with special attention to the single layer graphene case.  

 

Fundamentals 

We begin by brief outlining the semimetal monolayer 

model with partial unfolding of the Dirac bands [38-41]. 

Hereafter, graphene will be used as a typical 

representative; other will be mentioned especially if 

necessary. Graphene honeycomb lattice consisting of two 

interpenetrating triangle lattices is shown schematically in 

Fig. 1. (Atoms in the sub-lattices are marked with A, B 

indexes and associated with them direction of a 

"pseudo-spin"). 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Graphene honeycomb lattice, comprised of two sub-lattices {A} 
with spin "up'' and {B} with spin "down''. Right and left valley currents

R

vJ  and L

vJ   are shown as circular curves with arrows. Double arrows 

from site A to site BL and from A to BR indicate clockwise and anti-

clockwise directions. The axis of mirror reflection from AR to BL is 

marked by dash-dotted line. (in color) 
 

 The existence of Dirac cones in the Dirac points K, K' 

of the Brillouin zone is known to be a prominent feature 

of the graphene band structure and this corresponds to 

massless collective excitations in the model [17]. We 

designate these point as KA,KB in what follows. 

 The pseudo-helicity conservation law forbids 

massless charged carriers to be in lattice sites with the 

opposite signs of pseudo-spin making possible the 

existence of valley currents due to jumps through the 

forbidden sites. Pseudo-spin and valley current coupling 

can be determined as follows [42]. A particle can travel 

from a lattice site A to, for example, a lattice site RA  

through right or left sites BR  or BL, respectively. 

 Particle description in the right and left reference 

frames should be the same. As a result, bispinor wave 

function   should to be chosen in Majorana 

representation, and its upper and lower spin components 

  ,    should be transformed by the  left and right 

representations of the Lorentz group as: 
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The wave-function 
¶† ( ) 0,Ar 

r
 of a particle located 

on the site A , behaves as a component  , while the 

wave-function 
· † ( ) 0,Br  

r
 of a particle  located on the 

site B  behaves as a component    of the bispinor (1).  

 

 Let us designate the two-dimensional spin of quasi-

particles in valleys AK  and BK  as / 2ABABS   and 

/ 2BABAS  , respectively, where the vector of 

transformed Pauli matrices will be defined later. A valley 

current R

vJ , on the right or left closed contour in figure 1 

{ R RA B A B    }L LA B A   is created by an 

electron (hole) with pseudo-angular momentum 
RABl  and 

momentum 
RABp . Pseudo-helicity of bispinors (1), 

describing the particles right or left the from lattice site 

A , can be defined by the expressions, which are 

analogous to ordinary relativistic ones in QFT as [46]: 

 

                   
R RRB A B AAB

h p S                                 (2) 

 

and similar for the left contour.  

 Let P be a parity operator, which mirrors the 

bispinor (1) with respect to the line passing through the 

points A and B. The pseudo-helicity of the mirrored 

bispinor is defined as  

               R R L L L LL LB A A B A BB A
Ph P h p S                     (3) 

 Pseudo-helicity ABh  does not change its value while 

the valley momentum and the pseudo-spin change signs: 

L L R RA B B Ap p   and 
L L R RA B B AS S  , so it   can be 

expressed through the projection 

 2BA BAAB ABM l      of the total angular 

momentum on the direction of the spin BA  as [47,51]:  
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where r

BA  and 
r BAp 

 are radial components of the spin 

and the momentum, respectively. In accord with the last 

relation, the pseudo-spin-orbit scalar BA ABl   describes 

the coupling of the spin with the valley currents flowing 

along a closed loop in clockwise or anticlockwise 

directions, as is shown in figure 1. As a result, there exists 

a preferred direction along which the "spin projection" of 

the bispinor (1) is not changed after transition from one 

moving reference frame into another. At this, the spin of a 

particle precesses and this transformation of the electron 

and hole into each other in an exciton is a pseudo-

precession. In the model, the orientation of non-

equilibrium spin of the states of monolayer graphene in 

electromagnetic fields may be retained for a long time due 

to prohibition of change for exciton pseudo-helicity. 

Pseudo-precession is possible, if spins of p z -electrons  

are anti-ordered (pseudo-antiferromagnetic ordering). 

Therefore, the pseudo-spin precession of the exciton can 

be implemented through the exchange interaction. 

Starting from a representation of the secondary 

quantization and the Dirac–Hartree–Fock self-consistent 

field approximation, it is possible to derive [38,39] the 

following eigenproblem for graphene secondary 

quantized wave function µ†

A
 

 in quasi-relativistic 

approximation in leading 1c  order term series expansion 
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where c  is the speed of light, the Fermi velocity operator 

ˆ
qu
Fv  is defined as  
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 ( )iV r r  is the Coulomb interaction between two 

valence electrons with radius-vectors ir  and r ; N  is a 

total number of atoms in the system, vN  is a number of 

valence electrons in an atom. Eq. (5) can be transformed 

to more convenient form after performing non-unitary 

transformation of the wave function  
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where 2D vector 2
AB

D  of the transformed Pauli matrices 

reads 
1

2
x xAB

D rel relBA BA
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 Formally, one can see that eq. (9) is  very similar to 

that of 2D DFM except of changed meaning of Pauli 

matrices, momentum operator as well as a small (of order 
1c
) anisotropic mass term  as a last summand in left 

hand side of eq. (9). The equation (9) allows to fulfilled 

the simulations of the band structure in the model. The 

simulations have been performed in the nearest neighbor 

TBA [38,43]. This approximation correctly predicts the 

graphene band structure in the energy range of about 

1  eV [52]. This turns out to be sufficient for our 

purposes. The expressions for the exchange between 

(p )z -electrons only have been used, then the exchange 

terms have been expanded into a power series on wave 

vectors near Dirac point up to the four power in q , where 

( )/ A Bq p K  . The simulation results for graphene and 

Pb model monolayer are shown in Fig. 2. As one can see, 

splitting of the Dirac cone on replicas takes place and 

Weyl like-nodes appear, visible singularities are 

originated from non-invertibility of the ,x x

rel relBA AB

   
   
   
 

matrixes for some wave vectors in q -space. For 

graphene, the Weyl-like nodes seems to be far enough 

from the Dirac cone apex, as a result their appearance can 

be considered as only qualitative statement because of 

restricted applicability of the TBA in this region, while 

for Pb monolayer they are much closer to Dirac point and 

appropriate effects could be experimentally observable. 

 
(a)                                                  (b) 
 

  
Fig. 2. Splitting of the Dirac cone: for graphene (a) and Pb monolayer 

(b). One of the six pairs of Weyl-like nodes for electron and holes Dirac 
cones; source and sink are indicated.(in color) 
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 The action of the exchange operator on a vector in q

-space is the stretch and rotation, the action is different for 

electron and holes that results in almost / 2 rotation of 

electrons and holes bands in respect to each others  

[40-42]. Now, we look at the action of the exchange 

operator applied to sum of electron and hole Dirac bands. 

Accounting of the fact that ·AB BAp  is a helicity operator, 

the action of   x

rel BA
  can be considered as non-

equilibrium transfer of a carrier into a state of same 

pseudo-spirality, and doubled action as non-equilibrium 

forth and back jump. As one can see from inset in the  

Fig. 3, the Dirac point becomes hyperbolic one due to 

carriers asymmetry and therefore unstable after single 

exchange operator action on the Hamiltonian. 

 
(a)                                              (b) 

     
 

Fig. 3. Action of the exchange operators on a sum of electron and holes 

Dirac bands demonstrating the stability loss of the Dirac point. (a) 

original sum of the bands, (b) result of the one exchange  operator action 
on the Hamiltonian. (in color). 
 

 Based on the model proposed and the simulation 

results on the band structure, it is possible to develop 

methods for calculation of the conductivity of the material 

that will be the goal of the following section. 

Methods 

Conductivity can be considered as a coefficient linking 

the current density with the applied electric field in linear 

regime of response. To reach the goal, several steps 

should be performed. First, it one has to subject the 

system by an electromagnetic field, this can be 

implemented by standard change to canonical momentum 

p p eA in eq. (5) where A  is the vector-potential of 

the field.  

 The expression for current operator can be written in 

accord with known quasi-relativistic expression for 

current in quantum mechanics [53] 
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where , 1,2iv v i   is the velocity operator determined 

by a derivative of the Hamiltonian ˆ ( )H p  over the 

momentum operator:  ˆ ( ) /v H p p   , ( )x  is the 

secondary quantized fermion field. In the interaction 

representation a potential V of the coupling between 

electromagnetic field A  and current †( ) ( )i

x xx v x   is 

given by  

           

† ( ) ( ) ( ) .i

x x i

e
V x v x A x dtdx

c
                (11) 

 After tedious but simple algebra one can find the 

following expression for the current in our model:  
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where the following notions are introduced 
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           ,

0 0, { , }, 0, 0.x x x r t t     ò ò  Transforming the last 

term in (12) we get the three components for the current, 

namely ohmic, Zitterbewegnung and spin-orbit ones (up 

to a common factor 1c ) as 
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 These components correspond to Ohm law, and 

contributions from polarization and magneto-electric 

effects, respectively. 

 To perform quantum-statistical averaging for the case 

of non-zero temperature, one can use an approach 

developed in [45,50] when it has been used for the 2D 

DFM model. There was an only ohmic term to be 

accounted in [45,50], the Hamiltonian was also much 

simpler as well. For our model the Fourier-Laplace 

component of ohmic conductivity is expressed as 
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Here ( ) ( )a qu ap e E p   , 1, 2a   are conduction and 

valence electrons eigenenergies in  the appropriate model; 

( )af  , 1, 2a   is a quasi-particle Fermi-Dirac 

distribution  function; a -th bands are the valence ( 1)a  ) 

and conduction ( 2a  ) bands, ( ) ,i j x y , 

( )
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BA AB
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 Fv

 
is the Fermi velocity,

 

/ 2p p k    . 

 

 In the following section we represent simulation 

results on ohmic contribution to conductivity and 

compare results of [45,50] and those of our model.  

 

Results and discussion 

Simulations of the conductivity have been performed for 

two variant of approximation to the exchange operator. 

The first one already mentioned above is the series 

expansion of the exchange matrices on deviation of wave 

vector from the Dirac point up to 4th order in q . As it has 

been shown in [38-41] this approximation leads to a small 

imaginary part for the energy (spectral line width), this in 

fact not very bad as it effectively corresponds to a finite 

decay. Moreover such small imaginary part corrections 

should be added when calculating with the use of eq. (16) 

in order to shift the integration line (p-axis) aside the 

poles of integrand. For the simulations we use the spectral 

line width equals to 1 K. The second approximation is the 

use of the exchange interaction matrices calculated based 

on z -orbital wave functions with full exponents and 

with non-zero phases (see the detail of the approximation 

in [40-43]). The last approximation holds real 

eigenenergies for all wave vectors. 

 The frequency dependencies of the real and 

imaginary part of optical conductivity ( 0k  ) for 

temperatures 3T K  and 200T K  are shown in Fig. 4. 
 Chemical potential   has been chosen as  =135K 

for 3T K case and  =33K for 200T K . Red dashed 

line corresponds to calculations based on the  

conductivity formula in [45,50] , green line is the first 

approximation for our model, blue line is the second 

approximation for 3T K . Dashed-black line 

corresponds to first approximation and 200T K and 

demonstrates that the fast fall down of the first 

approximation scheme is due to non-zero imaginary part 

contribution to the energy accompanied with a finite line 

width chosen. Comparing results for frequency 

dependencies of our model and the paper [45,50] one can 

conclude the good coincidence of both models in the 

optical frequency range. 

(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Fig. 4. Frequency dependencies of the real (a) and imaginary (b) part of 
the conductivity for the model [45,50] at T=3K (red line) and for our 

model (green and  black dashed lines for the first approximation at T=3K 

and T=200K respectively, and blue line for the second approximation at  
T=3K), see detail in text.(in color) 
 

 For attacking the so called "minimal conductivity" 

problem [48, 49] it is important to obtain the dependence 

of the conductivity for very small frequency and non-

vanishing wave vectors. Such a comparison for the two 

models for 100 , 1T K K  is demonstrated in Fig. 5 

for the frequency 1010 K  . 

 
(a)                                            (b) 

  
 
Fig. 5. Imaginary (a) and real (b) parts of longitudinal conductivity vs 
Logarithm of the wave number k normalized on |kA| in two 

approximations of our model (solid blue curves) and  model of [45,50] 

(dashed red curves). The chemical potential equals to 1 K at temperature 

100K and frequency 1010 K  .(in color) 

 

 In the model [45,50] the spatial dispersion of the 

dielectric permeability ( , )k   (imaginary part of 

conductivity) of non-doped graphene is positive. 2D 
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According simulations performed based on density 

functional theory [54] and a single-pole approximation for 

small momenta used in [55], the Dirac fermion model  

overestimates the dielectric polarization but screening  

remains dielectric one. Therefore the plasmon mode for 

which ( , ) 0k    and hence electronic screening are 

absent. Contrary to that in our model with spatial 

dispersion, there exist plasmon modes at low frequencies 

0 as the dielectric permeability ( , )k   can gain 

zero and negative values, green (the first approximation) 

and blue (the second one) lines in figure 5a. Hence, the 

pure graphene is able to screen in electrophysical range.  

 To obtain dc-conductivity dc  of graphene (also 

called as minimal conductivity) one has to performed 

inverse Fourier transform for spatial component 

( 0, )k   . As one can see from figure 5b, the model 

[45,50] gives asymptotically a positive constant for the 

conductivity for high wave numbers resulting in zero 

value for dc-conductivity. For our model the  

k-dependence of real part of conductivity demonstrates 

fast decrease to zero that provides a finite non-zero value 

for the minimal conductivity. 

 

Conclusion  

Summarizing our finding, the earlier developed quasi-

relativistic approach to graphene band structure 

simulation has been successfully applied to describe 

peculiarities in band structure and features of charge 

transport forp Weyl semimetal model systems. On an 

example of graphene it has been demonstrate that the 

developed model can be useful to explain the existence of 

plasmonic modes in pure graphene as well as to be a 

starting point to understand the existence of minimal 

conductivity of graphene.  
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